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 Written by Costs Eddy, a family lawyer, therapist, and divorce mediator, and Randi Kreger,
coauthor of the BPD classic Stop Strolling on Eggshells, this book includes all of the critical
information you need to work through the process of divorce within an emotionally balanced,
successful way. Splitting is your legal and mental information to safely navigating a high-
conflict divorce from an unpredictable partner. While people who have these tendencies may
initially appear convincing and also charming to attorneys and judges, you know better?many
of the “persuasive blamers” leverage false accusations, try to manipulate others, start verbal
and physical episodes, and perform everything they can to obtain way. When your spouse has
borderline personality disorder (BPD), narcissistic personality disorder (NPD), or is manipulative,
divorcing can be specifically complicated.Protect Yourself from Manipulation, False
Accusations, and Abuse Divorce is difficult beneath the best of conditions. Turn to the guide to
assist you: Predict what your spouse may do or state in court Take control of your case with
assertiveness and strategic thinking Choose a lawyer who understands your case Learn how e-
mails and social media can be used against you
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I'm still scanning this book nonetheless it has very valuable ... I'm still scanning this book but it
has very precious information. Helping me take steps to prepare for my divorce and dealing
with narcissist. I just right now found out in my 12th year of relationship that my hubby I a
narcissist. Now I know why the lying, no empathy for anybody, usually the wounded one rather
than caring anyone but himself. I'm not really crazy. It really is uncanny. The reserve covers what
kinds of documentation to gather, how much money you may want to sock away, how to select
an attorney, how to communicate with that attorney, how to carry out yourself when dealing
with family courtroom, and how to deal with that crazy partner who acts therefore completely
normal in courtroom but reverts to being truly a berserk harpy again when on the phone with
you. I also recommend Divorce Poison and just why Does He DO THIS Must read publication for
anyone dealing with a high conflict partner and seeking divorce. Read "Stop Walking in
Eggshells" if you feel you're up to the daunting task of salvaging a marriage to a borderline.
Read Splitting in order to know how to get out securely. Buy a copy for your lawyer. Read it
cover to cover and make certain he or she does the same. Great publication!) the fields of
domestic violence education, counseling, and family court & My advice men, if you deal with
someone who is continually playing the victim part and blames everyone specifically you for
how horrible their existence is, get this book. Don't try to convince the judge your spouse is a
rage-loaded maniac by saying "my spouse is a rage-packed maniac" - display the judge your
spouse is a rage-loaded maniac by detailing the exact items she (or he) has done or thought
to you. Allow her (or his) carry out speak for itself. This one is co-written with Randi Kreiger, who
wrote the ground-breaking "End Strolling on Eggshells", about understanding (and protecting
yourself from) the character roller coaster that is Borderline Personality Disorder. Teaches what
to DO and NOT DO when splitting up with a narcissist. Narcissists are the Worst type of. They
won't learn from mistakes, because they don't easily admit to making errors. They're
manipulative, thinking just of their own wants and wants. Wish I had read this publication before
I prepared my get away.This book gives clear descriptions of the kinds of behaviors that
people with borderline personality disorders (BPD) and narcisssistic personality disorders (NPD)
engage in, like the head games they often times play. Read this, and you may gain some self-
confidence that it certainly isn't YOU who's crazy- it's your S.O., making you Believe YOU'RE the
crazy one! Once you realize that you are becoming manipulated, you will feel more
comfortable getting create the required changes in your life. This is a fantastic, well-priced
book that is readable with good information. A must-read for anybody considering leaving a
personality-disordered spouse.This book could potentially save you a lot of money in legal
fees, support payments, and more importantly, doctor bills from STRESS. In case you are in a
relationship with a person who might have BPD or NPD, DEFINITELY examine this book!!! Do not
also consider divorce without it. Browse this before you settle since it will make you aware of
situations that may need to be tackled in much more detail in the divorce. Important read
when you have kids and a higher conflict spouse. Going through a difficult divorce or are you
even *thinking* . Get this book before you discuss divorce or seperation. I was very thankful for
this book, and very thankful for my attorney who I was able to talk to clearly when it came to
my fears of my very sick ex-wife and her lies. Scary stuff. If you are related to one, it's hard
plenty of to deal with, but if you are MARRIED to 1, your well-getting may demand a divorce,
and that's when the real horrorshow can start! Words, gestures, activities, inactions. Ladies in
case you have the man who runs your daily life, won't let you perform anything without his
permission and understands everything and is smarter then everyone. Scary but accurate
publication. Very informative Very useful and informative book. Become familiar with to hate the



word "process" when you have to deal with these kinds of people. Awesome read. Protect
Yourself All of Bill Eddy's books are exceptionally useful and affirming for those of us who
working in (and perhaps living in!The single most crucial little bit of advice I obtained from this
book is to make sure that all of your legal pleadings concentrate on specific, factual
descriptions of your borderline spouse's actual conduct. its spin-off services. The best advice
for anybody divorcing a personality-disordered spouse is to read this book, then read it
again. A MUST BUY for this kind of divorce! The list goes on and on so far as how narcissists
dehumanize you and change you into much less of a person and even more of an object to
allow them to use. Regardless, it helped a whole lot and made dealing with this kind of person
“less difficult.” (Note I did so not mention easy because that’s never the case.). When one is in
a romantic relationship with a narcissistic borderline abuser, it clouds your mind and you also
are confused. ? Ok Must go through before proceeding with legal action Incredibly
informative! Hope this helps. It is invaluable. Good information.Toward that end, this book also
gives much-needed PRACTICAL Guidance for proceeding with the legal process of separation
and divorce.. Living with Crazy-Making? I also recommend Divorce Poison and just why Does He
Do That?. Good book I always buy this reserve for friends going thru a struggle. Going through
a difficult divorce or are you even *thinking* of divorcing your "complicated" spouse? Get this
book ~ it will help you realize you aren't alone, the challenges you face (though unbelievably
difficult) have been faced by countless others, and you can find strategies which you can use
to help you cope, prepare, and ideally be successful. You will swear, like I did so, that the
author has personal knowledge of the individual you are dealing with. Must read for anybody
coping with a HCP in a legal case. It could not only save you money, but your sanity as you
are accused of everything under the sun. Presented situations that you can prepare yourself
when or if they come up throughout your divorce. Five Stars If you are divorcing a borderline,
that is an essential read. Very essential when coping with a narcissist and/or borderline
personality disorder in a divorce proceeding I came across this book to end up being very
essential in guiding my approach to my divorce, also to hiring my attorney. In the event that
you even THINK you might be coping with a Borderline or Narcissitic Character Disorder spouse,
BUY THIS BOOK. You do not address your needs during the romantic relationship because of
how you are treated. I really wish somebody had recommended this book to me in early stages
in the divorce procedure. Looking back, I sensed I was so numb due to the misuse that it
effected my medical, mental health, economic balance and decision making. After that
suddenly divorce comes into the picture, and you have to make decisions for yourself and your
security. My divorce was one of the toughest fights I ever did, and divorcing an abusive
narcissist borderline definitely added to how difficult it had been. But this book helped me think
obviously, made me not feel as by itself as I thought I was, and trained me how to approach
almost every situation when dealing with a narcissist/borderline in divorce. In case you are
thinking about divorcing a higher conflict person it's a must read.
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